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X2 Group of Professional Logistics Networks Launches X2 Critical

Bangkok, Thailand (May, 28 2015)—The X2 Group of Professional Logistics Networks today 

announced its expansion to include X2 Critical. X2 Critical is a network aiming to be an alliance of the 
world’s finest independent time sensitive freight forwarders.

Due to the focus on the specialty of international time sensitive logistics, all member companies of X2 

Critical will  cover customized logistics solutions in the following industry sectors: aerospace, AOG, 
ship spares, automotive, energy, media, time critical, pharma logistics, hand carry, fashion logistics, 

events, airline charters and aviation.   

The newest X2 network applies firm membership requirements and qualifications to ensure the quality 
and credibility of each member. The launch of X2 Critical is part of the X2 Networks’ efforts to scale up 

its global business operations by assisting freight forwarders in providing greater efficiencies and 
optimized time critical solutions in the emerging markets worldwide. 

“The concept of networking is to develop a relationship from a group of like-minded people, so the 

way to foster long-term relationships fundamentally comes from the members themselves. We cannot 
force them but we can create programs and we already have platforms in place to assist them in 

growing relationships,” said Richard Overton, CEO of The X2 Group of Professional  Logistics 
Networks.

“Every company, every industry and every market has a threat. New networks are turning up. So we 

have to make X2 unique, we have to make X2 responsive and we have to maintain innovation. 
There’s got to be innovation in what we do,” says Richard Overton. With P. Dorai of AGX, a sole agent 

of AirAsia AOG, acting as the Ambassador of development, X2 Critical will  further expose logistics 
providers with significant growth opportunities whilst maximizing each member’s marginal capabilities.  

Overton added further, “There are more networks in the market place, so what we have to do is find 

more of a unique selling point that potential  members or companies who want to join the network feel 
that X2 is right for them. X2 Critical  is designed to benefit the niche services offered by time critical 

specialists.”

As one of the first  and the fastest growing networks in the industry, The X2 Group of Professional 
Logistics Networks continue to offer competent and cost-effective collaboration while guarantying 

level protection among its members.
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About The X2 Group of Professional Logistics Networks

The X2 Group of  Professional Logistics Networks is the premier global provider of 
comprehensive solutions powering the domain’s leading freight forwarders across the globe. 
Comprised of five different networks such as X2 Elite, X2 Projects, X2 Movers, X2 Cold 
Chain and X2 Critical, the valued members of  The X2 Group of Professional Logistics 
Networks bring full-complement logistics solutions to meet the increasing worldwide 
distribution demands in the globe’s most challenging environments. Each network prides 
itself  with credible and qualified specialists with unprecedented capabilities and unique 
specializations. Registered in British Virgin Islands, headquartered in Bangkok, Thailand, 
The X2 Group of Professional Logistics Networks aims to develop cost-effective 
relationships whilst maximizing long-standing trade opportunities with qualified 
organizations.

The X2 Group of  Professional Logistics Networks was founded in 2012. With a vision of 
leveraging every member’s competencies and industry links, The X2 Group of  Professional 
Logistics Networks provides a more personalized community focusing immensely on 
platform innovation and creativity. To date, The X2 Group of  Professional Logistics Networks 
has about 442 global memberships, covering 362 cities with 668 offices fully-operational 
worldwide. The company also maintains a general network coverage in over 142 countries. 

Managed by CEO, Richard James Overton, The X2 Group of Professional Logistics 
Networks aims to be represented in all major markets worldwide. With over 17 years of 
Logistics operations and senior management experience, Richard will direct and support 
each network in effectively competing with multinationals. Furthermore, he envisions to bring 
an advanced and professional approach to the world of Logistics Networking. 
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